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VMware EUC Customer Success Team 

Tech Notes 

3 node cluster setup of Identity Manager 2.8 
 

Executive Summary 
This guide is meant as a prescriptive guide that includes screenshot of an actual deployment of a 3-node 

Identity Manager cluster, within the EUC CST Cloud Lab. This guide is also used with our customers to 

help them understand and deploy a highly-available 3-node cluster of Identity Manager, including 

configuration steps for SQL Server and F5 LTM. This guide is not meant to replace the Identity Manager 

installation document, located here. 

This guide is focused on a single site deployment. Single Datacenter deployment where all the nodes will 

be located inside the same DC. If you are looking for a multi-site, deployment for failover and 

redundancy, you can go here. 

Identity Manager load balancer traffic 
When deploying a multi-node Identity Manager environment, you need to have a Load-Balancer in front 

of all the appliances, to direct traffic coming in from the clients. In this document, we are using F5 Local 

Traffic Manager as our Load Balancer. The diagram below illustrates how the client devices would 

connect to the IDM cluster. 
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http://pubs.vmware.com/identity-manager-28/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vidm-28-install.pdf
http://pubs.vmware.com/identity-manager-28/index.jsp#com.vmware.wsp-install_28/GUID-4725FC8A-A501-4AF2-9977-192BB41E3F55.html
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Identity Manager High Availability Architecture diagram 
This document illustrates the first part of setting up a highly available cluster. From the diagram below, 

it would be the equivalent of setting up the IDM, SQL and F5 environment in the primary Datacenter. 

Once the first site is done, you can repeat the process for the second site, modifying your database 

setup to become a SQL AlwaysOn deployment. We will not detail how to setup SQL AlwaysOn, as this 

process is well documented, here is one example on how to do it: 

http://www.careexchange.in/installingconfiguring-sql-2014-always-on-cluster-on-windows-2012-r2-

recommended-way/ 
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http://www.careexchange.in/installingconfiguring-sql-2014-always-on-cluster-on-windows-2012-r2-recommended-way/
http://www.careexchange.in/installingconfiguring-sql-2014-always-on-cluster-on-windows-2012-r2-recommended-way/
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Pre-work 
All DNS entries should be created ahead of time. In this deployment, we are doing split-DNS 

configuration. You need to make sure you have the following: 

- 3 DNS host entries, forward and reverse record 

- 1 DNS host entry for the external FQDN 

- Firewall ports configured for proper traffic flow (only default needed: 443, other might be 

required depending on use case, i.e. Horizon, Citrix, …) 

 

 

1. setup DNS for the 3 nodes (all internal FQDN) 

 

 

2. setup Internal (Split) DNS for internal VIP FQDN. (change screenshot to be .30)… 

 

 

3. Setup first node, basically following our normal installation process and using the F5 piece, up to 

page 16 (https://devcentral.f5.com/Portals/0/userfiles/48273/BIG-IP-Workspace-vIDM-LB-

v1_0.pdf) 

 

a. In IDM deployment, IP screenshot and FQDN screenshot 

https://devcentral.f5.com/Portals/0/userfiles/48273/BIG-IP-Workspace-vIDM-LB-v1_0.pdf
https://devcentral.f5.com/Portals/0/userfiles/48273/BIG-IP-Workspace-vIDM-LB-v1_0.pdf
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b. Before booting appliance, run SQL script to setup DB before node boot 
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SQL Script 
It’s important to note that the database name was chosen as an example. You do not specifically have to 

use “saas” for the DB name, it can be a different name, just make sure you write it down, as you will 

need it when you are doing the initial setup of the SQL JDBC in the Identity Manager on-boarding web-

based setup. Same goes for the actual user. It does not have to be horizon but again here, make sure 

you have a user that has DB_Owner permissions to that database. 

Script shown above: 

create database saas 

collate Latin1_General_CS_AS; 

Alter database saas set READ_COMMITTED_SNAPSHOT ON; 

go 

 

begin 

CREATE login horizon with password = N'H0rizon!'; 

end 

go 

 

USE saas; 

IF EXISTS (SELECT * FROM sys.database_principals WHERE name = N'horizon') 

DROP USER [horizon] 

GO 

 

create user horizon for login horizon 

with default_schema = saas; 

go 

 

create schema saas authorization horizon 

grant all on database::saas to horizon; 

go 
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c. First Identity Manager Appliance boot, Making sure that SQL database is setup and 

ready to receive node connection (JDBC url) 

i.  

 

In our example, we are using SQL, but keep in mind that Oracle and PostGres are also supported. 

PostgreSQL jdbc: postgresql://IP_address/saas?stringtype=unspecified 

Microsoft SQL jdbc: sqlserver://IP_address;DatabaseName=saas 

Oracle jdbc: oracle:thin:@//IP_address:port/sid 

 

Once the correct information is entered, you click on Continue, you will see the following message 

appear, mentioning that it’s changing the configuration of the Database and completing the setup. 

ii.  

 

4. setup External DNS for VIP FQDN 

5. modify firewall for traffic to External VIP (port 443 only.) 

 

** Remember that when going to the management port (8443), you always point to the individual 

appliance. (config page) 
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C) Change the FQDN to VIP of environment (after validating that LTM is seeing the node and 

coming up green in pool) 

 

Only Node 1 will show up green since only 1 node setup so far. The pool config is setup ahead of 

time on F5 side. 

 

 

6. Changed FQDN 
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Troubleshooting FQDN change 
Good post from Peter Bjork on troubleshooting FQDN change: 

(http://blogs.vmware.com/horizontech/2014/10/troubleshoot-workspace-portal-setup-issues-changing-

fqdn.html) 

 

One known issue is that the New Portal UI is disabled when the FQDN of IDM is changed. Make sure to 

leave the IDM1 web page up, need to re-enable the new UI portal before starting to use the FQDN 

 

 

Once you have successfully changed the FQDN, close down you browser (clearing cache and cookies), 

then open up your browser and login to the FQDN of the IDM cluster (in our example: 

https://workspace.myeuc.net) 

 

  

http://blogs.vmware.com/horizontech/2014/10/troubleshoot-workspace-portal-setup-issues-changing-fqdn.html
http://blogs.vmware.com/horizontech/2014/10/troubleshoot-workspace-portal-setup-issues-changing-fqdn.html
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Good practice is to change the user required Attributes before doing anything else. If you don’t do this 

and you need to add a required attributes after, you will need to remove the configuration and start 

over. 

- Under Identity & Access Management, click on Setup (right side of screen), then choose: Change 

User Attributes (add UPN, Distinguishedname, objectGUID) 

 

 

Next click on Connectors, you will see your first node is not domain joined yet. Click on Join domain 
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Next, you go back in the Manage part and choose the Directories tab. Right side of the screen, you’ll see 

a Add Directory button. 

 

 

 

 

 

Validate that the IDP hostname is pointing to the VIP FQDN. You might see here the IdP hostname as 

being the first node. Just change it to the FQDN of the external facing name (the one that is setup with 

the F5 Load-Balancer). 
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Image above shows IdP hostname validation.  
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Creating IDM Node 2 & 3 
Shutdown node 1 and clone it. 

 

 

 

Clone Node 3 right after node 2 is finished, before booting anything back up. 
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9. Before booting 2nd node, make sure to go in settings, change the IP and FQDN of the 2nd node 

 

 

 

 

10. Boot 2nd node, once completely booted, join node to domain, from IDM admin Console. Important to 

wait a while before trying to make any changes. It took close to 10 minutes in our lab for things to settle 

(i.e. for status to show up green). If, after waiting a long time, status does not come up green, you 

should shutdown both appliance, then boot them back up. When you do this, make sure to wait 2-30 

seconds between booting node1 and node2. 

Successful boot, now, need Node2 to join domain. 
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After domain join, check the IDP to make sure it kept the FQDN hostname. (Should not have changed 

but just a precaution) 

 

 

 

Click on right-side dashboard icon will give you something like this: 
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Boot Node3 and after a similar wait period as before, join it to the domain 

 

Check on LTM for status of the 3 nodes 
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Green dashboard 
In our deployment, to obtain a green checkmark on node 2 & 3, we had to do a reboot of the nodes, 

once the setup was complete.  

 

The way we have confirmed that works constistently is to reboot node 1, wait 30-45 seconds, then boot 

node 2&3 
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Certificates 
Certificates deployment are explained in the Identity Manager Installation guide. 

http://pubs.vmware.com/identity-manager-28/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vidm-28-install.pdf 

 

There are a few use cases where you need to change the built-in certificates. 

One of them is if your load-balancer does not accept untrusted certificates. In our example, we choose 

F5 LTM and you can see in the Server profile that we accept unsecured connections. 

 

 

If your Load-Balancer does not accept untrusted connections, you will need to change the self-signed 

certificates. 

You will also need to upload the PEM file to your Load-Balancer trusted certificate list. You grab the PEM 

file from the Appliance Configuration page, under Certificates.  

http://pubs.vmware.com/identity-manager-28/topic/com.vmware.ICbase/PDF/vidm-28-install.pdf
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Another use-case to change the self-signed certificates is when you are using Kerberos authentication, 

when is required by internal clients (domain-joined). 
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Troubleshooting Identity Manager 
There are a lot of Knowledge Base articles on troubleshooting this solution and we will not list them all 

here. Here, a few quick tips when problems with various components of IDM. 

Unable to login to Identity Manager: https://kb.vmware.com/kb/2146806 

Identity Manager Self-Signed gives an HSTS message: https://kb.vmware.com/kb/2147071 

Launching Horizon 7 desktops with True SSO fails: https://kb.vmware.com/kb/2147320 

 

 

Identity Manager – Problems with Analytics Services 
The solution seems to be removing an index or all indices (stop elasticsearch, then rm -rf 

/db/elasticsearch/horizon/nodes/0/indices/v3_2015-08-18) or simply remove all the data and start 

fresh  

Procedure:   

 1. Login to Identity Manager Console or SSH into Identity Manager and SU. 

 2. Stop ElasticSearch: 

 1. sudo service elasticsearch stop 

 3. Remove the indices 

 1. rm -rf /db/elasticsearch/horizon/nodes/0/indices/v3_2015-08-18 

 4. Or simply remove all the data in /indices/ and start fresh 

 5. Restart ElasticSearch or reboot 

 1. sudo service elasticsearch start 

 

 

  

https://kb.vmware.com/kb/2146806
https://kb.vmware.com/kb/2147071
https://kb.vmware.com/kb/2147320
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